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nlis is a translation of 'Gsondzugc der Mathcmatik' sponsored by the Gel-man section 
of the International Commission for Mathematical Instruction. Edited hy well-known 
mathematicians such as Frofessora I E .  Behnke. F. h h n a n n ,  M .  Radt and W. Si~ss, this 
beautiful collection of expository articles by more h i 1  100authors covers selcctcd topics 
in a wide spectrum uf mathematics-.-l:iii~i~cl;itions of mathematics, Algebra, Geometry 
and Analysis. It is addressed primarily to the instructor (as well as the student) at the 
gymnasium level with a view to provide an acquaintance with the modern viewpoint and 
reierences to current and classical literature; howevcr, it is also a useful source of 
information for malhernaticians in scicnce anti industry. In n book of this type, the 
treatment and the style are hound t o  vary from chapter. to chapter; although some kind,of 
uniformity has been maintained, one (icrivvs greater pleasure from readlng some of the 
chapters. The authors have tried to hring the ni:itcrial up-to-date as far as possiblc; the 
btbliography ~n most of the chopicrs is exccllcnt and one is pleased to find very 
thoughtful footnotes (e.g. pp. 164, 117, 330, 366 in  Vol. Bj. l i  is however too much to 
expect a rigid uniformity in notation! (The field of rational numbers is denoted by P on 
page 378 and by d") on page 41 1 (if Volume 1). 

Part A of Volume I entitled 'b'ond;ln~en[:ils of mathematics' deals exhaustively with 
thc 'Foundations of mathematics'. With the help of thorough-going formalizatior, of 
mathematics, metamathematical theories (e.g. classical logic) which are just as exact as 
'precise' mathematics (which one is accustomed to) can be constructed and such theories 
are actually considercd to bc true constituents of modern mathematics. Mathematical 
Proof depends on the fact that propositions possess a kind of structure, as revealed 
thro1lgh a logical analysis of propositions in $2. The next two articles deal with the crucial 
concept of consequence which plays a pivotal role in the axiomatic method. 
Consequences are obtained, following a system of inference and proofs; calculi or 
algorithms refer to general methods f i r  systematic handling of problems so as render 
autonlatic the process of solving. The next five interesting sections deal with set theory, 
Boolean algebra, theory of relations, peano system for natural numbers and finally with 
a and a semantic antinomy in detail. 

Starting with Peano's axioms [(or natural numbers, the elaborate construction of the 
realnumber system forms the theme of chapter 1 of Part B on .Arithmetic and Algebra', 
whichhas a uice appendix on ordinal numbers. The next chapter (with some fascinating 
diagrams on several pages by way of illustration) gives an excellent and extensive survey 
of results in group theory. Vector spaces, linear transformations and the calculus of 
matrices are treated in chapter 3. A chapter is devoted to the study of 
polynomials and power-series. A rapid account of various rcsults on cornnlutative riligs is 



in &iptej 5 (whit:? Lc';iis ;ilsu ~ d ; t h  i C l l ! i i ; i i l f  Of I W )  pc~!yri<~,nralsp. 'This is followed 
iy a quick resume oi jelcmmtary) nml- i .1  Ihc.:r\  iiii~l~~iPitig ::igii)r;ii~ and additi,,t 
number theory) in chaple: 0. (lrr:itioit;l!rty o x  'i'r~iii~r:virctunrc p~tipcriies of numberr 
the nature of vdiucs 01 som; s t a i l t h d  ill~L'ti0lls ;is Wcl! as results in 
number theory lire reserved fur cirirpta 1.3 ( l f  V!drlrlcc I I 1  i '~'!IL~ rwxt chapter present;tlJt 
theory of algebraic iielri extensions ~nciu(l!ii,c :i;:!<)is ?hcr)ry. cyck?lon?lic fields, so[\rablllty 
by radicals and constructrhility tly ruicr x!ii COSlIpliSS. c'h:iptei 8 is collcerned with 
closed fields, the fundamrnta? tl?corci!! oi alf:cbi-;:, ~j~l;itci'ili(i~!s. Veylcy numbers and a 
theorem of  Frohentux on  divisioo algcht;~:, of titmiii' h;lilk ovcr the rods. Lattice theory 
and basic concepts for a t h ~ l - y  O K  (niathcinatic;il> !t!ruclfrcs arc trcimd respectively ill 
chapters 9 and 10. Zorn's lemma and the eij1liv;llcni il:gh chain prirmpie are the topics 
covered by chapter i 1 ,  with :i prouf of %urn's k inma ( h m  rhc axioms of cholcc) a n d a  
few o i  ils appiications. 

In par1 A,  the,first two chap!ers arc devoted to :I pl~enoi~ienol~)gic'dl discussion of 
geometry and a leisurely exposit~on of points, vcctors #nd rcflcctions. 'l'hls is followed by 
four chapters on foundations of geometry on the same lines as Hilhert's book with the 
same title. There is a very detailed discus?ion of geonicir-ic c~rnstrwctions starting from 
some elementary constructions using str;iigh!ctlge, o r  s:raighrcdge and compass and 
ending with construction of cuwes of higher degree. l'he hs l  chapter of this section deals 
with polygons and polyhedra which include ;I discusston of Euler's formula and 
cyclotornx polynomiais. Gauss' theorem on construction of regular polygons is stated in 
a prccise form hut not proved (see atso p. 172, Vol. 1) .  

Part 5 may be divided into threc sectiorrs. 7 he first section (chapters 9. 10 and 11) 
contains a good account of afiine, Euclidean and projective geometry of conic sections 
leading to curves of higher degree in chapter I 1  rntiried Algebraic geometry. in the 
second section (chapters 12 and 131, we find a beautiful account of Klein's Erlawr 
program which highlights the relationship between seometry and !ranstormation groups. 
The third section (chapters 14, 15 and 16) deals with diffcrent~al geometry of curves and 
surfaces (chapter 14) followed by a chapter (15) on  convex figures, both being mainly 
introductory in nature. The last chapter (16) 'Aspects of topology' gives an elegant 
heuristic introduction to the topological concepts of  orientation, homology, homotoPY. 
etc., ending with a discussion of Jordan curve theorern and separation axioms. 

\'Olum~ 111 cntltled 'An:ilysis' is quite coniprchenhive 21ild dcals with almo\t all ::spec!\ 
of analysis starting from the notion of a limit to analysis on manifolds. There are fourteen 
chapters in all, out of which roughly five are devoted to  rcal analysis, threc to complex 
analysis, two to differential equations, one to functional analysis, one cach to difference 
equations and application of analysis to number theory and the final chapter on changing 
structure of modern mathematics. 

Among the five chapters devoted to real analysis (chapters 1 to 4 and chapter 12), 



The treatment of conlpkx analysis hc'gins from thc definition of complex numbers 
(chapter 5) and after introducing holomorphlc functions. an outline of Cauchy's theorem 
is presented. A good introduction lo Ricmnnn surPdces is given in chapter 6.  
C~m~actification of the complex plane is dealt with in chaptcr 7 under the title 'points 
at infinity', which also deals briefly with compactilications of CZ. 

In chapters 8 and 9 on ordinary and partial differential equations, different methods of 
integrat~on, stability, wave equation. potential equation and heat equation are discussed. 
Besides these we also find a hrief account of existence (Cauchy-Kovalevski) and 
uniqueness theorem, boundary value prolderns and equations of mixed type. In a span of 
25 pages, these two chapters cover a good dcal of material and give a very good 
introduction to the subject 

Thechaptcr on Functional analysis (chapter 11) is divided into two parts, linear theory 
and non-linear theory. In the first part, we have a short account of Ililhert and Banach 
spaccs, linear operators and spectral theory of hounded self-adjoint operators. The 
second part starts with an account of Fr6chet differential, Banach fixed point theorem 
and their applications to non-linear operator equations. This chapter ends with a brief 
account of non-linear integral equations. 

The remaining three chapters (10, 13 and 14) are welcome additions which are not 
usually found in books on analysis. In chapter 10, some simple difference equations 
which lead to Fibonacci numbers, Bernoulli polynomials and Euler summation formula 
are treated. After a good account of I'-functions, some mcthods of solution of linear 
difference equations are given. A short account of applications of analysis to the 
distribution of primes and transcendence problems in number theory is given in chapter 
13. 

The final chapter (14) gives a bird's eyeview of the directions taken by different 
mathenlatical disciplines in the past (axiomatic method in geometry, set theory, algebra 
and analysis) and the interplay of one mathematical discipline in other areas and finally 
the Bourbaki construction of which has yielded rich dividends to the 

of mathematics as a whole. 



The contents of the book, which consists of seven chaptcrc and appendices, can bc 
roughly divided into the following parts. The firs? three chapters deal with key 
mathematical results needed for underscanding the structnre of linear systems and 
describe polynomial matrices, polynomiak and rational matrices. The fourth chapter 
gives the main results on stability and ahso introduces new inaterial on Metzler, 
Minkowski and Morishima matrices. The fifth chapter describes the basic properties af 
matrix Riccati equations which play a fundamentel role in optimal control. The last two 
chapters are concerned with generalized inverses and unimodular matrices respectively. 
The appendices provide certain basic mathematicdl definitions and results which fonn 
the background for the areas treated in :he chapters. 

It is well-known that the book by Barnett is most useful fo~ .  the mathematically-minded 
readef who needs to know the fundamental results of linear control theory, after having 
obtained the motivalion for such a study elsewhere. The developmcni is lucid and even 
where formal proofs are not given, an outline of arguments in the proof is presented. 
There is an extensive list of references at the end of each chapter and an indication of the 
nature of each contribution is given. 

New material has been included in the revised edition and is easily distinguishable by 
the different style of type employed. The additions are mostly on the developments 
which have taken place after the publication of the original edition. The references have 
been considerably expanded and there is a new appendix, 'Further reading', giving 
more recent publications. The exercises at the end of each section have been updated. 
Even reading through the exercises enhances one's knowledge of thc topic covered and 
d?J points out, in many cases, larger implications of certain basic ideas. The only item to 
be regretted is the omission of the very helpful 'Solutions to exercises' in the revised 
edition. 

In summary, the revised edition should continue to be popular with control theoristsas 
we1 as mathematicians who wish to know the basic results of linear control theory. 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 550 012. 



 ding toone estimats thcre an<: ncxl!: i ~ i i  ;I n:iliitin sclcir:ists :ri P Y K  wm\d ro<iay and 
they constitute n?orc than ~rinety pcr x i & ?  tli  i h c  hi.ientisii ti::.! ijtir.c r.vr.r ];vc.:i or] earth. 

how many of There scientists ever. ;iak tl:cniscivcs i ~ h a i  :Il\iii::r::i&>, science from 
noilscience, what arc it?, gods, wll:it in?lcwuzt~ sc,ertcc h i ~ s  <IF: Iifc. whiii arc, or ought to 
be, the ethics of the scientific pr~fc~'s iol l ,  w h i t  ~!!~.tlh!mgcir the grovvlh of S C ~ C ~ C C ,  what 
ultin~ate good (or harm) can scicrm do ; ~ i : t l  M I  hwL!r'? i.'hr.hc ~insrwcrs, tit course, arc at 
hand, but most of them do not statnil up I t )  <':trd?tl w w l n y .  At hesl Ihc answer% have to  
be severely qualified. 

Introduction to scierici, .r!utdic:v is :in ;~tit.ar:pI t v  prov& ;Z i ) n d  perspective of the 
d~fferent dimensions of scicncz: its tlpihtcrn!hjr), conlrnunic;ition, its relation to 
technology, organimtion and governmct., wei;:l ;inti politio:tl impiicotions. govcrnrncr?- 
la1 control and paironage, ethics. r k , .  :r!l i l l  which w m e  andcr the ornlribus title of 
science studies. 

Sden~studies, unlike scientific htutlics. arc not ycl strictly itnpcrsonal accounts of the 
situations they discuss anti the vicw point o f  ?hi. nutilor inevitably percolates into the 
arguments and concli~srons. Alth~mglr the  aufhor is gcncrally careful to avoid bias and 
discusses alternative view-pointa, in lcsb gmriled moments. he allows himself to express 
the stock opinions. Olherwisc, liow can w e  understand a statement like the following 
(p. 115)? "Where these ( i . i> . ,  the scicncc-h;~socl) icchniques and modes of thought are 
tacking, as they stiii are amongst thc gcncrai popnlation of most developing countries, 
the instrumental function of scicnco in society is greatly reduced. Thus, for example, 
complete ignorance of the 1mcterii:l catrscs of tiiscase is one of the main obstacles to the 
widespread use of scieutific methods of elementary hygiene in many countries. An this 
point, of course, we are not saying whenher the influence of modern science and 
technology in the Third Work,, is good or bad; we are merely noting that this influence is 
not to be measured solely in terms of the rice yields and expenditure on machine guns': 
Apparently the author ignores the historical and political circumstances in which 
technological and industrial development took place in the West and the present 
cU~staCCes in which the Third World coundries have to develop. Deveiopmenl is not a 
time-invariant process. Depleting resources, adverse trade balances, economic and 
Politicalpressures, all make deveiopment of the Third World quite a different thing from 
That of the West. Be that as it may. does the author have to doubt whether the 
'nnuence of modern science and technology in the Third World is good or bad? Is he 
womed about the Third World countries going nuclear? Is thz West a wholly neutral 

in the Third World countries buying machine guns? 



No. 68. I! Crohs 
Gnngenahalli Layout 
Bangalore 560 1132. 

WeBdiang of tubular strustores puhlishcd by the I'crgilmcm t k s s  for the International 
Institute of Wclding, 1983. pp. 574, US $ !MI. 

This volume contains the collectiou of p;lpcrs which wcrc prcscnted at the second 
international conference organized by the International lnstitutc of Welding at Boston 
during July 1984. Welding of tubular strilctures Iius attained considerabic importancein 
recent years. Contemporary problems laced in thc wciding of tubular structures have 
been analysed through the papers by ern~nent wdding rcscnrchers of advanced countries 

The papers have been grouped under the headings of Applications, Fabricallon and 
Design. The papers covering the aspect of applications seem to bc confined to very 
special and narrow fields and may not he of much interest to the common fabrication 
welder. On the other hand, some of the papers covcred under the next group of 
fabrication are more general in nature and provide uscful practical details. Most of the 
papers under design concentrate on the fatigue betiavk~ur of welded joints and on stress 
concentration in welds. 

In al!. this volume does provide useful information on design and execution of welds 
for tubular structures. There seems to be. however, no commonness among the different 
papers covered under each group. Manufacturers of welded tubular structures may find 
this volume handy and the information up-to-date. 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

The physics of welding edited by J .  F. Lancaster. Pergamon Press, Oxford. 19x4 
pp. 297, US $25. 

A major portion of this hook deals with the theoretical aspects involved with fluids at 
high temperatures, fluid dynamics and with metal transfer and mass flow. The above 
portious, dealt mathematically, are bound to be of extreme interest and use to 
fundamental researchers. Numerous references on these aspects have been cited and the 
treatment is extensive and deep. However, the discussions on electricity and magnetism 
seem to have only a remote connection to the main theme of the book. 

'rhc subsequent coverage of the general principles and characteristics of electric arc, 
vapour/plasma jets and the theories of cathode and anode mechanism is quite elaborate 
and of practical interest. Many aspects which are normally taken for granted by the 
welding metallurgist are clarified systematically; questions which have plagued the 
Practical welder for years have now been answered. 

most interesting chapters are the ones on electric arc in welding and on high Power 
density welding. Both these sections provide ample insight into pr~nciples of operation 



and involved in niodcl-n welding pi:~'chst..\ lirclucion OJ discussions on recent 
a,+,ances in laser welding, plasma wcidirlg ;illd c~TFT:,?~ i)C:lill we!ding is noteworthy and 

tmely. 

Mechanical Engineering Dc.p:~rtmccX 
Indian lnst~tute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

The case for Mass (Sciencc nitti '!'ei.l~nolo~!,> Series VoI. 57 ,  <iiiteJ by i'eneiopc .I. 
Boston. An American Astronaulicd Socicly I'ililiical!~~~!. I ' l c ~ .  ('on! 1051 IJnivcrsity ot 
Colarado, USA. 1984. % 1 5 .  Orders to IJr~r\eil, Inc., I ) .  0. i3o. i  ISl3ii. Sari Diego, 
California 92123. LISA. 

Mars, 'the Red Planet', h;is for long bccn tho subjed uf much speculatiun. Sumerian, 
Egyptian and other ancient civilizstions kncw tiic planet wel! and attributed to its 
mfluence various cvents on e:~rih. 'l'he eccentric lichaviour of the orbit of Mars as 
compared to the oLher near-earth p1:ulcts Icd to :i dct;~ilctl htudy of its orbit by Joharmes 
Kepler. The results of these studlcs were the thrw Keplerian laws of planetary motion 
which even today constitute the hasis for inter-pi;metary flight. The question of life on 
other planets especially hlws has also engaged the attention of scientists, artists and 
witers through the ages. These speculations hove kept pace with improvements in the 
techniques of observation as well as with our new knowlctige of the solar system and the 
universe. The names of Schiaperclli and Lmwell and their dreams of life on Mars with its 
canals are important milestones in human speculation with regard to life outside the 
earth. Thc invasion of the earth by M;II-ti:ins in the famous H. G .  Wells classic The War 
of the Worlds and Orsoil Weilcs' tir;imatic serialisation of this actually led many people 
to seriously believe that the Martians had actually landed. 

Even with the advent of the space age. the pohsihility of  life of some kind or the other 
on Mars was not excluded since nwat elements required for life - an atmosphere, water, 
reasonable temperature conditions in some locations - all existed on Mars resulting in 
the hope that there was indeed a serious case for life on Mars. The landing of the Viking 
Spacecraft on the surface of Mars dispelled these notions to a great extent even though 
life elsewhere than on the landing sites still cannot be categorically ruled out. The next 
great adventure that humanity is going to embark on is clearly the exploration of the 
Solar system. Colonies in space and on nearby planets are an essential element in this 
endeavour. 

Given this background, a conference on 'A Case for Mars' is both timely and relevant. 
An understanding of the pr&lams illvolved in making the colonisation of Mars feasible 

focus attention on a task which is not only sufficiently big and bold and imaginative 
but one which is also in the longer range possibly absolutely necessary. The survival of 

in this age of 'Star Wars' and 'Mutually Assured Destruction' could possibly 





 he five papers on life support are >cry ilctaikd and eon~prchensivc. The general 
impression that one gets is :ha1 the techlmlogy L'oi supporting life exists, most of the 
medical problems are known iiimd f i t 1 1  I?e hmidlcd and tha? really there are no barriers to 
Martian journey ar!ti a jln)ioilgil slay lm M:irs. 

The problems associated with thc role of plitrrts in ;I closed loop ecosystem including 
water balance and distribution, plant patlrogerrrsis and the probiems associated with long 
term plant survival in a closed ?oop ect~syatcn! in {he paper hy Maquire arc particularly 
interesting. The answer to the tlec;ilciIic;ition prohlrm of hones 2nd possible solution for 
itin long duration spaceflight has howevcr 1101 heon touchcd upon in too great detail. 

The section on surface activities and rn:~tcrials processing is possibly the most 
interesting section. This section scems lo  inilicatt: that a human settlement on Mars is 
iealisable and that most elements required fw sustaining life and for transportation to 
and from the planet, can bc ~n;lnufi~ctured on the planet itself. The use of argon found in 
relative abundance in the atmosphere of' Mars in  au cicctric propulsion system is an 
interesting concept. 

The section on social and political aspects i s  not in the same class as the rest of the 
sections. Possibly it covers too widc a range of topics to bc really effective. The legal 
aspects are also not really ;rddrcssed in totality. The chapter on costs seems to project a 
figure which is about l/z of the cost of the Apollo program. This seems to be very 
optimistic projection. The possibility of ;I joint us. USSR international venture does not 
appear lo have been taken seriously and is not discussed at all. 

Appendix C entitled 'The future of Mars' is particularly readable since it presents a 
very interesting and plausible scenario ol  what can happen if we pursue the colonisation 
~f Mars. Some parts of it combine the best elements of science fiction and very realistic 

pragmatic possibilities. 

Overall 'The case for Mars' is very readable and is a valuable addition to the subject of 
:xploration of Mars. The workshop and its ~roceedings do make it appear that human 
:oloniSation of Mars is not a farfetched dream but a very realistic and practical 
~rOposit~on. 

SRO Satellite Centre 
hanapura 
hgaiore 560 017. 



The successful transition from dcvelopmcnt to commercialisation in communications, 
and in the marketing ot the Ariane launcher havc also provided substantial returns to 
European industry - the very purposc of sctting up E S A .  Cooperation with the us has 
not benefitted Europe very much - a sore poinl which the Europeans are bent upon 
changing. With the accomplishment of most of t h c  tasks for the early eighties, Es~now 
has to re-assess its role and its stakc in the future dwciopment of European spacc 
capabilities both for meeting Europcan nceds as wcl! as for preserving Europe's shared 
the potential commercial market. The 18ih Europcan S p c e  Symposium on 'Space - A 
developing role for Europe' trics to addrcss the role of Europe and !he goals ~t shouldset 
for itself in space in order to realise the full potential of European involvement in this 
market of the future. 

The papers presented $11 into three broad categories: 
- the application missions in space sciences, space biology, space processing, remote 

sensing of the earth and telecommunications; 
- the future scenario of launch vehicle development by Europe; 
-the possibilities of European participation in the space station and other activities 

related to space platforms. 

The section on the current and foreseen applications missions essentially focus an 
ESA'S ongoing and immediate plans in these areas. These include details of the approved 
ERS-I Ocean remote sensing satellite, the microgravity and life sciences programme in 
Europe and the telecommunications programme including an overview of the MAT 

system. Two articles deal with future developments in remote sensing and in 
COmmunications in rather general terms, emphasising trends and prospects that are 
reasonably well-known. The results of the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (]US) 
presented in this section are interesting, especially the part that deals with the discow 
of new comets. The possibility of a new astronomy mission in the ultraviolet, although 
Presented a t  a very broad level still makes interesting reading. 

The section on future launch vehicles is possibly the most interesting part of the book. 
All the three articles that make up this section make interesting reading. The article 'An 
aeroplane approach to launch vehicle design' by Ashford is particularly good with Its 

novel approach of a 'tourist' market for space and a 'space hotel'. The appenk to 



Tjie section on manncd pialfOm35 ; r r v j  s p c c  sfairons dwclls i n  some dctaii tpn tile space 
concept and  thr prupcisuii !lunr[wio i:orr!i.il?uii<rrr to the (is manned arid 

unmanned space station. C ' O B C C ~ ~ ~ . ,  ;kl?jl:'OKh~~ ilnd p;iitii . iptji)n is tiif Ihemc.~The focus 
on technical aspects and ter:hnology i?, r;tt!wr !iralired. 

Asanoverview of likely dcvelopmcnts in  E u q x  tilc n?atcri;ri in tho book provides an 
useful framework :o watch :md (i)rcc:ksr ;r:h;it is fjRePr r t ~  h:qqwii. Much of the material is 
qiiaiitative in terms ofouliining ongoing aiiti pmjcctctl xrivi:it.s. Nevertheless it is useful 
for managerslpolicy maker?; an all c o ~ m ~ r i ~ s  to get :to andcrstmdlng of the currelit and 
future developmenrs in spare from ci European pers"pctive. 

lSRO Satellite Centre 
Vmanapura 
Bangalore 560 017. 
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